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Abstract

T he industrialization of transportation, first with
with automobiles, took Americans away from foo
changing how Americans interacted with one an
their surroundings. T he dissertation traces the w
central figures in this era of mechanized transpo
impact of their experiences while walking throug
accustomed to skimming across, and the ways in
personal revelations led to changes in the nation
Walking upright was central to the development
a species, and shaped the way they interacted w
environment. Certain aspects of that earliest wa
connection, independence – have carried throug
throughout history. Walking was integrated into
the modern industrial age. At that point, while th
with the past, long distance walking took on new
different situation. By examining the walking of J
Fletcher Lummis, Edward Payson Weston, Vache
Benton MacKaye, both the changes and continu
Walking was a way for Americans at the turn of t
connected with their past while undergoing rapi
was a way to preserve individual while fostering c
allowed them to connect with the natural world

being separated from it. It let them focus on the
of the mechanical. T hese notions have continued
modern American culture and landscape to the p
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